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General comments:

This paper presents lake ice phenology data set (over 100 lakes) from Norway and
investigates and discusses spatial and temporal changes in ice cover. According to
knowledge of the referee, Norwegian lake ice data has not been presented or analysed in
this extent earlier in a scientific peer-reviewed article.

In general, lake ice phenology in Northern Hemisphere (NH) and Northern Europe is quite
much studied and study idea is not showing dramatical novelty using GLM models. There
are several previous studies showing trends of ice cover in NH, and also linkage with the
NAO and regression models have been used for a long time. The data presented in this
study is a valuable new data set itself.

The paper is well and clearly written and easy to follow. Data and methods are clearly
presented. The modelling part could be explained more in detail in methods (formulas).
More scientific references could be added in the introduction and discussion to show and
acknowledge previous studies in the theme. The figures should be improved, they look a
little bit prepared in a hurry and the finalization for scientific paper is missing. As a
general conclusion, I recommend accept this paper with minor revisions (detailed
comments below) after comments have been taken into account.

Detailed line by line comments:

Title: “over a century” could be substituted with specific years i.e. ‘1890-2020’



Introduction: row 79: Should Master Thesis of Solvang (2013) to be mentioned here?
http://urn.nb.no/URN:NBN:no-39915

Some more references could be added, see in the end of my comments.

Materials and methods

2.4. Title could include GLM methods and model could be explained more in details

Results:

row 289-291. Could different rates of trends in latitude-wise be linked to elevation
gradient of lakes?

Discussion: Some more references could be added

Conclusions 

This is rather short and not giving numerical result overview. -> Could be extended little
bit.

Figure and Table comments:

Figure 1. Europe map is rather small and unclear, Figure quality (pixels) poor ->
Enhance. Either make Europe scale bigger, or largen North European aspect adding
Norway’s neighbors on the map. Scale could be made for 50 km/100 km scale.

Figure 2. Quality should be improved. Year to x-axis. Hard to really find exact information
on a lake. Is there certain reason to put lakes in that order? Would make nicer picture
starting numbering lakes in order of length of the records.

Figure 3. Axis captions missing, not clear scales.



Figure 4. There are not many points east from longitude 25 degrees. How would the
figure look without them?It the longitude correlated with elevation?

Figure 5. Is the starting period 1900, not 1901? (other decades start with year 1). Or is
the one period 31 years? Please rewrite caption text, it is not clear.

Appendix 1. Please check , and . as defining decimals (in English .) Check also km2 >
km2 and m3 -> m3. Maybe framing the table would make easier to read. (Also to other
similar tables)

Appendix 2. Would it be possible to show some of the median records on the map as
different colors? Some kind of spatial visualization of results on the map would be good to
add.

Technical, typing error comments:

Through the text: I would scan for word ‘altitude’ and assess if elevation would be better
term.

Also spelling of break-up/break up and freeze-up should be used in uniform way.

row 25. solar radian -> radiation?

row 105. Might be good to open nve.com NVE abbreviation “Norwegian Water Resources
and Energy Directorate website www.nve.no”

row 158. glm, usually used capital letters, GLM?

row 168. lake area -> lake surface area (Please check also through whole paper)

row 178. freeze up -> freeze-up. Please check consistent way of writing break-up and
freeze-up through the paper, including figures and tables.



row 185. Impounded is not clear term to me? Regulated lake? (Check also Appendix 1)

row 276. Present day is maybe not good wording, if paper will be read also decades later
ð��� maybe just write until year 2020.

row 283. conglomerate word sound odd to me, is it necessary to use this specific word?

row 299. remove extra comma

row 306. Baltic Ocean -> Baltic Sea

row 329. There is more recent study by Korhonen (2006) showing isolines of freeze-up
and break-up of Finnish lakes.

row 544. warming world

row 579 and 583. missing space “period 1890-2020”

row 614. Tabell 3 -> Table 3.

row 615. CV could be opened up in table caption even though it is introduced in the article
text
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